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a zine about climate change

FREE
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www.baitbagtheband.com // baitbag.bandcamp.com
baitbagtheband@gmail.com // ig:  @baitbagtheband

100 SECONDS TO MIDNIGHT

On January 23, 2020, the minute hand on the 
Doomsday Clock was moved forward for the first 
time since 2018. Wildfires, volcanic eruptions, 
earthquakes and floods threaten the most vulnerable 
populations of humans and animals. We can’t scream 
for help loudly enough.

BURN, Bait Bag’s first - but not last - zine, is a 
collection of those screams, representing female 
and non-binary artists sharing their thoughts 
about what the future could hold, whether we 
succumb to the nihilistic vision of the rich 
and powerful, or can rise up, make cracks like 
dandelions in a sidewalk.

Read it and weep, or hope, dream, and act.

With Love,
Bait Bag
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A million thank 
yous to our con-
tributors <3

Pages 6 - 7: Kate Martens - @katedotmartens

Pages 8 - 9: Kate Tagai - @seventreestudio

Pages 10 - 11: Hilary Savage - @banditry_press

Pages 12 - 15: Courtney Naliboff - @courtneynaliboff

Pages 16 - 17: Skulken - @skulken

Pages 18 - 19: Fiona Robins - @fiona_robins

Front & Back Covers: Claire Donnelly - @cedonnelly

Fiona Robins
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Song: Burn
Written by: Courtney Naliboff
Performed by: Bait Bag
Released: 2/7/2020
Available at baitbag.bandcamp.com

Photo: Courtesy of Museums Victoria - Nell Duncanson and Isabel Plante 

Wearing Gas Masks, Israel, World War II, 1939-1943
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It's getting close to midnight on the doomsday clock

And I've been frying all my eggs right on the sidewalk

I saw you out the window lookin mighty cute

Baby you look smokin in a hazmat suit

It's too late for us, we never seem to learn

So cuddle up to me and we'll watch the world burn

Oh baby, 
get ready

 for a re
al hot ti

me

We've lived a life of pleasure now we're paying the cost

We might as well get cozy since the future is lost

You bring the gas masks and I'll bring the wine

Let's get ready for a real hot time

I've had enough, I've done my share it's someone else's turn

We'll mess around like Nero and watch the world burn

It's a hot time in the city

It's a hot time in the town

It's a hot time in Alaska

Where the ice comes crashing down

It's a hot time in the ocean

It's a hot time everywhere

So baby let's have a real hot time

'Cause I'm too hot to care

It's much too hard to think of all the things we could have done

I think I know how all this ends, so baby let's have fun

You bring the gas masks, and I'll bring the wine

Let's get ready for a real hot time

Our time is up, we didn't learn

So let's get hot while we watch the world burn

Oh baby, get ready for a real hot time
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